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The sole important industry directly fed by Irish
agriculture outside of Ulster is the production of beer
and whiskey. Good or bad, this trade has helped to
retard the process of converting Ireland froin tillage
to pasture. That change became marked with the
Repeal of the Corn Laws in 1847, since which period
the area under wheat has fallen by 90 per cent, (in
other words, wheat growing has almost ceased); that
under oats has, roughly speaking, been halved, while
that under barley has fallen little more than a quarter.
Brewing is carried on in many Irish towns and there are
important centres of it at Cork and Dundalk ;, but as far
back as 1900 the firm of Guinness was manufacturing
two-thirds of the beer produced in Ireland and the
proportion is undoubtedly greater nowadays. It is
not an industry which employs very many hands;
taxation apart, the cost of labour is relatively a small
part of the cost of manufacturing beer : that is to
say, that a great part of the value is created by
purely agricultural labour in the production of the
raw material, most of which is barley. Industrially,
labour has gained by the ascendancy which one great
establishment has reached : the Guinness firm employs
several thousand hands under such conditions that
their men have never gone on strike,
The manufacture of whiskey uses, according to
estimate, about a third of the total yield of Irish barley
and a considerable quantity of Irish oats. It is in the
hands of many firms and is not specially localised
anywhere, but the bulk of it is done in Dublin and
Belfast
Politically, these industries have a great importance,
because a great proportion of Irish revenue is levied
by taxe% on alcohol. Since Ireland not only exports
but imports a very great deal of both beer and whiskey,
it can readily be argued that if a protective system
were adopted, the Irish trade in liquor could benefit
very appreciably without proportionate loss to the
revenue*

